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What is Artificial Intelligence?
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Background
• Artificial Intelligence and Problem Solving

• Problems: 
– Moving blocks around a room
– Cooking recipes
– Playing chess
– Finding paths in a maze
– Generalizing from examples

Why select these types of  problems?



A Key Motivation AI

• Building machines that demonstrate (human) intelligence.
• Turing Test
• Eliza, was one of  the first rule-based programs that 

could “talk” like a human.

http://www-ai.ijs.si/eliza/eliza.html


Demonstrating Intelligence: Then
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Eliza Example from
https://aseelghazal.weebly.com/ch-18-artificial-intelligence-retrospects/joseph-weizenbaum

https://aseelghazal.weebly.com/ch-18-artificial-intelligence-retrospects/joseph-weizenbaum


Demonstrating Intelligence: Now
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Demonstrating Intelligence – Then

7 MYCIN Example from http://slideplayer.com/slide/3291839/
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Demonstrating Intelligence – Now



Motivation 2: Search

9/15/22
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Chess Example
Each move on average has 30 options
Typical game has 40 pairs of  moves

Assume a computer can evaluate 1 Billion chess board positions a second to 
determine if  the board position it is looking at is a “chess mate”

Then
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Motivation 2: Search

Now



Two Transition Takeaways for the 
Design of  “Human + AI” Futures
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AI: Then and Now

• AI has always been more pragmatic than 
pedantic
– Problem solving over Pontification

• Implication: Offers a useful perspective for the 
design of  “Human + AI” systems as well
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AI: Then and Now

• Use-cases look eerily similar, but under the hood it’s 
night and day
– Learning from pre-programmed logic (symbolic)

VS
– Learning (usually connectionist representation) from 

continuous, massive data and new learning paradigms

• Implication: “Human + AI” systems are no longer 
constrained by human intelligence (what we can 
conceive) any more
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Assuming AI is loosely defined as algorithms 
or machines that demonstrate human-like or 

supra-human capabilities…..

What (all) can AI do? (critical to 
understand for better design of  

“Human+AI” systems)
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“If  a typical person can do a mental task with less 
than one second of  thought, we can probably 

automate this with AI either now or in the near 
future” – Andrew Ng 

(heuristic, not a law of  nature)
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Today’s AI as Design & Engineering

• Intelligent systems that 
include:

– Hardware & Robotics
– Data & Machine learning 

⬇

– Visual perception
– Speech and language 

understanding 
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• In a use-case context that 
appears like “magic”

– Self-driving
– Making an appointment at a hair 

salon
– Diagnosing diseases from images 

better than doctors
– Chatbots and conversational AI



What is Missing?
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How do we do this today?
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Source: The New York Times
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Conceptualizing FoW in an Augmented World
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Jain, H., Padmanabhan, B., Pavlou, P. A., & Raghu, T. S. (2021). Editorial for the Special 
Section on Humans, Algorithms, and Augmented Intelligence: The Future of  Work, 

Organizations, and Society. Information Systems Research, 32(3), 675-687.



Is Augmented Intelligence is better than 
pure AI or humans alone?
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Will decades of knowledge here trivially translate to AI?
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How is AI different from previous types of 
informational/algorithmic support?



• Degree of  intelligence in the help we got was 
previously bounded by human intelligence
– Not Anymore!

• We don’t design for Decision Support Systems 
anymore; but design for Decision Making Systems
– and not just the old kind, but a new breed with near 

unbounded intelligence and supra-human capabilities
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A Collective Intelligence Conjecture

∀ p ∃ DC | E( fitness( DC(Human + AI) ) )  ≥ s 

where s = max (E( fitness( DH(Human) ), 
E( fitness( DA(AI) )

DA , DH and DC are optimal socio-technical designs 
when using each of  the three regimes



A Collective Intelligence Conjecture

∀ p ∃ DC | E( fitness( DC(Human + AI) ) )  ≥ s 

where s = max (E( fitness( DH(Human) ), 
E( fitness( DA(AI) )

fitness is the objective(s) we care about



A Collective Intelligence Conjecture

∀ p ∃ DC | E( fitness( DC(Human + AI) ) )  ≥ s 

where s = max (E( fitness( DH(Human) ), 
E( fitness( DA(AI) )

E makes things interesting, because we care about these 
in expectation



A Collective Intelligence Conjecture

∀ p ∃ DC | E( fitness( DC(Human + AI) ) )  ≥ s 

where s = max (E( fitness( DH(Human) ), 
E( fitness( DA(AI) )

Big difference between > and ≥ 



Getting There

(How to design augmented intelligence systems?)
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Three Augmentation Design Possibilities 
(from the US NSTC 2019 report)

AI works alongside humans to accomplish peripheral tasks 
and generally looks to support the human
expert.

AI takes over when the human has high cognitive load.

AI replaces humans in areas where humans have limited 
strengths or the environment is toxic or when real-time 
response is key.
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How to design augmented intelligence 
systems?

• Foundational, conceptual work:
– Understanding pros and cons of  AI and humans 

fundamentally
– Using this knowledge to propose designs

• Computational, trial-and-error, RL-like mechanisms
– Agent-based modeling and complex systems 
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(Complex) Systems Perspective

• Helps with various importance ideas useful for designing AI/IA 

1. Understanding Feedback Loops
2. Designing Interventions
3. Modeling external factors and uncertainty
4. Systems vs Models: How value is created
5. Ethics of  experimentation

• Timely, since the “physical equivalent” has recently been 
recognized…



Modeling Feedback Loops & Interventions

Multi-Sided Recommender Systems: MIS Quarterly (2020)
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Padmanabhan, B., Sahoo, N., & Burton-Jones, A. (2022). Machine Learning in Information 
Systems Research. Management Information Systems Quarterly, 46(1), iii-xix.



Consumer Lending ABM
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Simulating the Environment: An Agent-
Based Model 



Two Final Notes (for Discussion)

• Search for IA Designs

• Governance
– Not just of  AI, but the AI+Human system
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Summary: From AI to IA

• AI: Similarities (and differences) across decades
– Implications for “Human-AI” systems

• Human-Centered AI, leading to Augmented 
Intelligence Ideas

• A Collective Intelligence Conjecture, and 
(design) research questions

• How to study these: Complex Systems 
Perspectives

• Implications
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